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INTRODUCTION
On September, 25, 2001, Jesus told me: “ . . . I WANT YOU TO ACT, TO BEHAVE AS IF YOU ARE
MY COUNSEL TO PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH. HENCEFORTH I WILL MOVE YOU
TO PRESENT MY COUNSEL TO HIM AND YOU ARE TO ACT AS IF HE IS LISTENING
AND RECEIVING MY WORD.”
Thus, this section of Letters to the Presidents of the United States of America contains a
series of COUNSEL LETTERS written to President George W. Bush from 2001 to 2006. Please note
that not all Counsel Letters are included here—I have purposefully selected only the most pertinent
ones. Please also note that some portions of these letters have been omitted.
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COUNSEL LETTER NO. 1: OCTOBER 2, 2001
President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President,
The blessings, peace and wisdom of the Lord our God JESUS CHRIST enrich you in every day.
On September 25, 2001 JESUS instructed me to yield myself to His Spirit and to act and behave
as His Counsel to you.
Today JESUS asked me to write you at this time and His Angel informed me that the F.B.I. will
be heading my way soon. Doubtless, this has to do with my letter to you of September 17, 2001 about
the Lord’s revelation of professional killers on your trail.
But let me share openly what JESUS told me on September, 25, 2001. JESUS said this:
“ . . . I WANT YOU TO ACT, TO BEHAVE AS IF YOU ARE MY COUNSEL TO
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH.
HENCEFORTH I WILL MOVE YOU TO PRESENT MY COUNSEL TO HIM AND YOU
ARE TO ACT AS IF HE IS LISTENING AND RECEIVING MY WORD. IN THIS I PREPARE
YOU TO HAVE AN ATTITUDE AND MANNER APPROPRIATE TO THIS POSITION IN
ME AS BEING MY DIRECT SPOKESMAN IN THIS WORLD.”
I have walked as JESUS’ Prophet since 1971 when He first told me that He sent me into this
world to do His Will. The past 30 years have been on-the-job training as His Prophet which is both a
rewarding and painful way to learn.
I was led by the Lord in the earlier years to offer His Counsel to President Carter, President
Reagan and briefly to your dad, President George H. Bush. I never received a response from any of
these Presidents and that proved costly to those Presidents as the Lord’s Counsel may well have saved
them some terrible mistakes that cost them and our people dearly.
I’m given to remember how the Lord revealed to me what was going on in the White House
when Jimmy Carter was President and during the Iran hostage crisis of 1979.
On November 14, 1979 the Spirit of God took me up “In The Spirit” and I found myself positioned
just above President Carter and his civilian and military advisors gathered in a big room in the White
House with a fireplace. I heard them talking about plans for a military rescue of the hostages in our
embassy in Iran.
The Lord God made it plain to me that such a military undertaking would fail disastrously
and that it was not to be attempted; moreover, JESUS offered a way of having the hostages released
without the use of military force.
On Jesus’ leading I wrote President Carter a letter that very night and warned him as the Lord
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gave me counsel to warn him.
April 25, 1980 our military under President Carter ordered the initiation of the hostage rescue
plan which became a disaster as our aircraft ran into each other in the Iranian desert, aircraft failed
and we aborted the effort leaving our dead in the desert. That same day the news media reported that
the White House had begun planning for this mission on November 14, 1979.
In September of 1979 GOD THE FATHER told me that He sent me into this world and gave me
an anointing like Moses in part, and like unto Elijah in greater part. My mission is to prepare for Jesus’
Return; but He has also given me this anointing to be His Counsel to you.
I do understand this, that what He will shew me now will be partial, but He will grant a deeper
level of revelation if there is a response of your part to His Word and the Counsel He would have me
give you.
This is all I’m led to share with you in this first letter of Counsel.
The Lord JESUS bless and keep you in every way,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
JESUS CHRIST’S Apostle/Prophet
The Staff and Sword Ministry
Spokane, WA
SEPTEMBER 2008 COMMENTARY BY CHUCK-JOHNEL: Just as in 1981, Jesus’ Angel
informed me that I was being followed by the F.B.I. This told me that the Secret Service would shortly
appear at my door. On October 11, 2001, Secret Service agents Neirinckx and Williams showed at
our door in Spokane. Jim-RAPHAEL was there helping us with mail when they arrived and was
subsequently grilled.
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The lead agent (Neirinckx) focused on me. He informed me that here was “no record” of any previous
interaction with the Secret Service or the White House. In other words, our letters to President Reagan
in 1981 and 1984 no longer existed. They wanted to do a search of the house and rifled through our
clothing drawers and closets. A year earlier, a brother in the Lord gave me a machete in a scabbard.
Not having any place to put it at that moment, I put it in my t-shirt drawer and subsequently forgot
about it. Agent Williams found it. Then, Agent Neirinckx, with some scorn and then alarm, asked me
what I was going to do with it. I shrugged my shoulders as I had no plans for it.
Unlike the Secret Service of 1981, they showed no interest in the plot against George W. Bush and were
more focused on warning me against writing the White House about plots against the President. At
one point, Neirinckx told me that if I showed up at the White House without warning that I would be
shot.
Why was I willing to allow such intrusive behavior? The purpose of the warning was to alert the
President of a potential threat to the end he be spared harm. To achieve that, I would have to endure
this kind of violation.
Agent Williams had served in the Secret Service just three years at that time and was far more
agreeable, even friendly. Neirinckx seemed irritated by me and acted as if I was a nuisance. That is
an excellent summarization of the attitude of both the nation and church to God’s Word—to them it is
both an annoyance and an irritation.
Thereafter, I would make it a point to share copies of every letter to President Bush with Agent
Neirinckx.
The Net of Prayer, now 400 intercessors strong, was given the daily task of praying to protect
President Bush from every assassination plot and to undermine the terrorists at every turn. Prayer
has been answered.
Today, I do still wonder if this terrorist plot will re-emerge a time later as seen from President Carter
to President Reagan.
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COUNSEL LETTER NO. 3: OCTOBER 15, 2001
President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President,
I pray the Lord JESUS CHRIST guide you to avoid the traps set for this nation by the evil one.
Your secret servicemen were visiting with me yesterday (2 hours) in concerns with my letter
to you of September 17 th. In 1981 after being grilled on a lie-detector by one of the government agents
(about President Reagan) for nearly 3 hours I came away with a feeling of having been violated. The
experience yesterday was similar, more subtle but I was left the same sense of having been violated.
Treating citizens who are friends as if they are enemies and/or mental is a self-defeating policy.
Nothing has changed much in the 20 years since I last was interviewed by the Secret Service.
This is why I was unwilling to write you but, in obedience to JESUS CHRIST and with His concern
for you, I did. I don’t regret that, but frankly there was a difference this 2001 from 1981. In 1981 I had
opportunity to present the substance of the revelation of God concerning President Reagan and how he
could be kept safe and well. More, they followed that counsel in 1981 to the letter. Not so this time.
However, the substance of this Counsel #3 has to do with what the Lord JESUS CHRIST gave
me to know on February 9, 1989 concerning a coming war in the Persian Gulf. This is what JESUS
said by His Angel: “PERSIA, PERSIA, WAR AND MISERY IS SOWN HERE AND MANY
NATIONS WILL COME TO DIE AND DESTROY HERE. WHAT IS SET IN MOTION IS
THE VERY TRAP JESUS WARNED THIS NATION ABOUT AND WORMWOOD WILL
SPRING THE TRAP EVEN THIS VERY YEAR.
ABIDE IN THE LORD JESUS CHRIST, FOR IN THIS WILL YOU AND THOSE
WITH YOU PREVAIL IN CHRIST TO SET MANY FREE OF CERTAIN DEATH BUT THE
LOSS TO COME WILL BE GREAT AND MULTITUDES WILL PERISH, THIS IS NOW
RESOLUTELY DECIDED AND POWER IS IN SATAN’S HANDS TO DO SO.
MANY YOUNG MEN FROM AMERICA WILL TRAVEL ABROAD AND ONLY A
FEW WILL RETURN ALIVE. THE PRESIDENT NOW IS NOT THE ONE WHO WILL
LEAD THIS NATION INTO THIS DARKEST TIME OF SORROW AND GRIEF, BUT THE
ONE DOING THIS IS NEAR NOW, NEAR TO BEING IN THAT CHAIR OF AUTHORITY
TO DO ALL THIS. ABIDE IN JESUS LOVE.”
Commentary: JESUS had been warning since 1979 about a “trap” being set for America and
much of our prayer, intercession and spiritual warfare “In The Spirit” had been to block and spare
America from going into that trap.
In fact, the effort to warn and pray for President Reagan in 1981 and to intervene to prevent the
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White House from being attacked by terrorists in 1983 were part and parcel of the effort to keep our
nation from being entangled in a war in the Middle East and Persian Gulf region.
JESUS’ WORD by His Angel on February 9, 1989 was quite specific, the Lord affirmed that the
“trap” He had warned of was in motion and that we would be drawn into a war in the Persian areas of
the Middle East.
Jesus at that time made it plain that this military disaster coming on America would happen
during the Administration of someone other than George H. Bush, your father, who was President at
that time.
In 1989 after Hurricane HUGO struck (September 22, 1989) we warned Christians on the
west coast and specifically in California to pray, prepare and brace for a 7.1 Richter earthquake which
we expected to hit within 48 hours of October 16, 1989.
When the 7.1 Richter earthquake struck San Francisco, California on October 17, 1989 we now
knew that war would follow* and projected to August of 1990 as a time to watch.
[*Note—We “knew” because JESUS had told us years before that when we see a major earthquake
in San Francisco that war would follow. This is as true today as it was in 1989—a major earthquake
striking San Francisco will forewarn of war, the war in Persia revealed in 1989.]
In August of 1990 Iraq invaded Kuwait, thus the Persian Gulf war of 1990–1991, undertaken by
your father, George H.
Over the years we have learned that when JESUS reveals what is coming that we often see
“shadowy events” that closely conform to His Word, which are evidences that these things are not far
off from happening in this world.
The Persian Gulf war of 1990–1991 was such a “shadowy event” which was also a warning sign
that a fulfillment of His Word of February 9, 1989 was not far from becoming a reality.
Wonderment: I often wondered the meaning in JESUS’ WORD when He said, “THE
PRESIDENT NOW IS NOT THE ONE WHO WILL LEAD THIS NATION INTO THIS
DARKEST TIME OF SORROW AND GRIEF, BUT THE ONE DOING THIS IS NEAR NOW,
NEAR TO BEING IN THAT CHAIR OF AUTHORITY TO DO ALL THIS.”
I’ve often pondered this part of His Word and prayed but the Lord revealed no more. It was
obvious to me in 1989 that whoever this man was, that he was near to then President George H. Bush.
I suspected that the “NEAR” was both a literal and physical reality, someone physically near to then
President George H. Bush, your dad.
There was not much I could do to solve that question since I had no idea just who was around
your dad in 1989. More, I did not know at that time that he had a son who is named George W.
Today it is plain that JESUS was speaking of you. Later in 1989 JESUS did speak of you as being
President by name. By the circumstances JESUS gave in His Word of 1989 it became apparent that it
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could not pertain to your dad. The Lord JESUS spoke of you but not in ways we could understand at
the time.
JESUS’ WORD DURING THE PERSIAN GULF WAR OF 1991
JESUS said this on January 23, 1991, “IRAQ WILL BE DISMEMBERED AT THE
LAST, BUT . . . [will] MOVE FORWARD VIOLENTLY. EVEN AT WAR’S END, THE WAR
CONTINUES . . .” (I asked JESUS what was coming and HE said,) “WAR AND GREATER WAR
FOLLOWED BY WORLD WAR . . . THIS IS WHAT . . . HAS TRULY [been] UNLEASHED
IN THIS WORLD . . . ”
On January 26, 1991 JESUS said this, “JOHNEL, THIS WAR IS FAR FROM OVER, IT IS
ONLY NOW BEGINNING TO ENTER THE DANGEROUS STAGE, WHERE LOSS OF LIFE
WOULD BE IMMENSE ON ALL SIDES BUT AMERICA WOULD SUFFER THE GREATEST
LOSS AND SUDDENLY. THERE WILL BE A DECLARED STATE OF NATIONAL
EMERGENCY IN AMERICA AS ALL RESERVES ARE CALLED. . . . AMERICANS WILL
BE HORRIFIED AND SHOCKED AT WHAT IS COMING ON THEM. THEY HAVE HAD NO
REGARD FOR JESUS’ WORD NOR FOR GOD THE FATHER’S WILLINGNESS TO HELP
THEM AVOID THIS, ONLY NOW IS THE REAPING OF WHAT’S BEEN SOWN STARTING.
. . . THE CONTINUATION OF THIS WAR WILL SAP AMERICA’S STRENGTH OPENING
THE DOORS FOR MANY TROUBLES FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO SOLUTIONS OR
RESOURCES TO COPE WITH, AGAIN, MISERY AND WANT WILL BE WIDESPREAD
AND EVEN IN AMERICA AS A RESULT . . .”
It is now ten years since JESUS gave this Word to me and Iraq has been a problem and drain on
us from then to now, nonstop.
Mr. President, the war on terrorism which you are engaged in is leading to the very things
JESUS warned about years ago. I’m aware by the SPIRIT OF GOD that we are being drawn deeper into
the trap. Only with the Counsel of the Lord JESUS CHRIST can the depth of the pit we are slipping
into be lessened.
JESUS has said much more in 1990 and 1991 about the things that are before us today. I stand
willing to share these with you.
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
JESUS CHRIST’S Apostle/Prophet
The Staff and Sword Ministry*
[*Note—Your agents seemed to perceive some threat in the name of this Ministry (“flags went
up”). On January 19, 1976 while I was asleep the Lord JESUS woke me saying, “YOU SHALL NAME
THE BOOK THE STAFF AND THE SWORD.” On His Commission and leading I wrote this book
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in 1978, it was published in 1979. The “Staff” is a reference to JESUS who is our shepherd, the “Sword”
is a reference to the Sword of the Lord or God’s ability to protect His people.]
End of Counsel #3. God bless.

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 5: AUGUST 19, 2002
Subject: Iraq
President George W. Bush
president@whitehouse.gov
Dear Mr. President,
Blessings and peace to you in Jesus’ wonderful Name!
I see that the winds of war against Iraq are stirring again. The HOLY SPIRIT began leading me
to review JESUS’ Word to me and to write you this letter of counsel some weeks ago. In the meantime
the rhetoric about the dangers posed by Iraq and the coming war with Iraq have become a news Media
focus.
But before you unleash the dogs of war please prayerfully, and with some passion I repeat
“prayerfully, consider this Counsel and God’s Word about the Iraq issue.”
From 1979 and on, JESUS spoke to me often, warning this nation about a trap in the Middle
East-Persian Gulf region, a war trap, that would lead America into the kind of trouble and disaster that
would devastate this nation and ultimately bring it to ruination.
My purpose in this counsel is to help you avoid this kind of disastrous outcome for the sake of
our people and our nation, to say nothing of your presidency.
Allow me to be blunt. If you go to war with Iraq with the intent of overthrowing the regime
of Saddam Hussein, that war, through various hidden agencies and resulting complications, will
ultimately involve the use of nuclear weapons which will lead to an even greater nuclear disaster — an
initial loss of 4,500,00 American lives.
In 1989 and in 1991, JESUS spoke to me about “President Bush” and while some of what He
said then pertained to your father, George H., it is obvious to me today that in larger part JESUS was
speaking of you, George W., and what you’d face and what options you had available.
How do I know that? In 1989 JESUS spoke of “President Bush” as supporting the building and
installation of an anti-ballistic missile defense system—something which your father never entertained
(that I know of) but you have. This is “how” I know that JESUS was speaking of you as President back
in 1989 and 1991.
Let us review some of what JESUS told me years ago concerning Iraq: In 1983 JESUS once
stated, “IRAQ WILL STIR UP A HORNET’S NEST.” JESUS said no more, but when Iraq invaded
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Kuwait in 1990 I was looking at the “hornet’s nest they stirred up.”
On January 23, 1991 JESUS told me this, “GEORGE BUSH (will be followed by) THE
BEAST OF ANTICHRIST.” No question in my mind that Bill Clinton was that one (who followed
your dad), however, I’m aware that the one who could follow you would be worse, much worse. Then
JESUS said this:
“IRAQ WILL BE DISMEMBERED AT THE LAST BUT IS NOW LIKE A COILED
SPRING DRIVEN BACK READY TO MOVE FORWARD VIOLENTLY. EVEN AT WAR’S
END, THE WAR CONTINUES. . . .
IN THE EYES OF FATHER GOD IT IS AMERICA WHO SOUGHT AND STARTED
THIS WAR. PRESIDENT BUSH OPENED THE DOOR TO ANTICHRIST, NO ONE CAN
SHUT THIS DOOR UNTIL ALL HE BRINGS COMES IN FULL MEASURE. YOU IN ME
WILL WITHSTAND HIM, OVERCOME HIM, CONTAIN AND LIMIT HIM BUT NOT
STOP ANTI-CHRIST.”
(Lord Jesus, what comes now?) “WAR AND GREATER WAR FOLLOWED BY WORLD
WAR, THIS IS WHAT GEORGE BUSH HAS TRULY UNLEASHED IN THIS WORLD, YET
BEFORE HE DID, MY CHURCH DID.”
What your father (George H.) did was to walk America into the war trap JESUS had warned
against for many years. What you are considering now would be the double and set (Genesis 42: 31) of
that trap and it would lead to no good thing.
On January 26, 1991 JESUS told me this:
“SADDAM HUSSEIN IS A MAN TYPIFIED AS BEING MAD BUT HE IS NOT
MAD, HE IS CRUEL. HE IS CALLED IRRATIONAL, BUT HE IS NOT IRRATIONAL BUT
RUTHLESS AND PREMEDITATED IN ALL HE DOES. . . .
THE HOPE OF AN INTERNAL REVOLT TO OVERTHROW HUSSEIN IS A
HOPELESS IDEA—THE THOUGHT OF SURRENDER IS HATEFUL TO THEM AND IN
THEIR EYES, AMERICA IS THE AGGRESSOR HERE AND PRESIDENT BUSH IS THE
ENEMY, NOT HUSSEIN. . . .
HUSSEIN . . . WAS WILLING TO NEGOTIATE AND DID NOT DESIRE WAR WITH
AMERICA. GEORGE BUSH REBUFFED HIM. . . .
JOHNEL, THIS WAR IS FAR FROM OVER, IT IS ONLY NOW BEGINNING TO
ENTER THE DANGEROUS STAGE, WHERE LOSS OF LIFE WOULD BE IMMENSE ON
ALL SIDES BUT AMERICA WOULD SUFFER THE GREATEST LOSS AND SUDDENLY.
THERE WILL BE A DECLARED STATE OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY IN AMERICA AS
ALL RESERVES ARE CALLED UP, AND MANY WILL BE SENT TO SAUDI ARABIA
WITHOUT DESERT TRAINING, IT WILL BE THIS DESPERATE. AMERICANS WILL BE
HORRIFIED AND SHOCKED AT WHAT IS COMING ON THEM. THEY HAVE HAD NO
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REGARD FOR JESUS’ WORD NOR GOD THE FATHER’S WILLINGNESS TO HELP MEN
AVOID THIS, ONLY NOW IS THE REAPING OF WHAT’S BEEN SOWN STARTING.
. . . THE OVER-ALL EFFECT OF THIS WAR WILL DEGRADE HUMAN EXISTENCE
FOR MILLIONS AROUND THE WORLD, DRAWING MULTITUDES INTO MISERY,
MANY INTO SEVERE WANT OF BASIC NEEDS, AND SO MANY WILL PERISH IN
MANY WAYS FROM WHAT IS DONE IN THIS WAR.
THE CONTINUATION OF THIS WAR WILL SAP AMERICA’S STRENGTH OPENING
THE DOORS FOR MANY TROUBLES FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO SOLUTIONS OR
RESOURCES TO COPE WITH, AGAIN MISERY AND WANT WILL BE WIDESPREAD
AND EVEN IN AMERICA AS A RESULT. . . .
LITTLE BY LITTLE THE PEOPLE OF SAUDI ARABIA ARE SEEING AMERICANS
AS THE AGGRESSORS. . . .
I AM TELLING YOU ALL THESE THINGS THAT YOU MAY UNDERSTAND HOW
VASTLY COMPLEX THIS TRAP IS, IT WAS EASY TO GET INTO, IMPOSSIBLE TO GET
OUT OF WITHOUT GOD’S HELP, BUT AMERICAN WILL NOT SEEK GOD’S HELP TO
EXTRACT ITSELF FROM THIS WAR AND TROUBLE.”
In JESUS’ Word of January 26, 1991 I can see how he addressed some of what was going on in
1991 and in other parts of His Word He addressed what is before us now.
This is something God does easily, He spoke of events in 1991 and events that would not begin
to surface until 2002 some 9 years later. He spoke of your father, President Bush, and of you, President
Bush, in the same breath. . . .
A war with Iraq at this time would be like walking into a tar pit, the more you struggle to free
yourself the deeper you and all of America will sink into that randy tar of death and hopelessness.
Consider what JESUS said on January 26, 1991: “THIS WAR IS FAR FROM OVER, IT
IS ONLY NOW BEGINNING TO ENTER THE DANGEROUS STAGE, WHERE LOSS
OF LIFE WOULD BE IMMENSE ON ALL SIDES BUT AMERICA WOULD SUFFER
THE GREATEST LOSS AND SUDDENLY. THERE WILL BE A DECLARED STATE OF
NATIONAL EMERGENCY IN AMERICA AS ALL RESERVES ARE CALLED UP . . .”
Your father declared victory over Iraq in early 1991 but JESUS said plainly that this war was far
from over and that it would go on and on. It is now 11 years since your dad declared victory over Iraq
and here you are planning to wage war against Iraq—more, we have been fighting Iraq every day in one
way or another for the past 11 years. That war did not end, just as Jesus said.
SEPTEMBER 11 HAS ITS ROOTS IN THE PERSIAN GULF WAR OF 1991.
This is what JESUS told me on Sunday, February 10, 1991: (Lord JESUS, what of the Persian
Gulf war, any word?) “AS I TOLD YOU, IT IS FAR FROM ENDED. . . . WATCH RUSSIA
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TAKE A DIFFERENT POSITION AND BEGIN TO SUPPLY ARMS TO IRAN. . . . ISRAEL
WILL LOSE MORE IN THIS WAR THAN MEN PERCEIVE AND GAIN NOTHING—
BUT GREATER DANGER. THE LEADER OF EGYPT FACES ASSASSINATION—EGYPT
WOULD THEN REVERSE ITS POSITION OVERNIGHT.
SAUDI ARABIA...THE KINGDOM WILL TOTTER THEN FALL SHORTLY. TWO
WEEKS HENCE PRESIDENT BUSH FACES A RISING DANGER . . . THE BEAST TO
EMERGE IN THE MIDDLE EAST IS NOW AT THE STARTING BLOCK, THIS WAR IS A
BREEDING GROUND FOR A COMPLETE CHANGE OF SPIRIT AND CHARACTER FOR
THE ARABIC WORLD AND MOSLEMS. A DARK EVIL WORKS THROUGH THE WAR
TO CONSUME ALL MOSLEMS IN A SPIRIT OF HATE AND VIOLENCE TOWARDS THE
WEST.
INDEED, WATCH FEBRUARY 19TH—THE SAVAGING BEGINS.”
It is yesterday’s news that Russia is making a trade agreement with Iraq and we know that
Russia has been supplying Iran with weapons for some time now, so this part of JESUS’ Word is
already a matter of record today.
Israel has most certainly lost much since the Persian Gulf war of 1991 as Islamic murderers
have turned on Israel in a suicidal madness. Today, all I have to do is look at what happened September
11, 2001 to recognize that what JESUS stated so plainly in 1991 (above) is now a reality. I believe that
February 19th will be a date of importance in the future and is connected to what Jesus is revealing in
His Word of February 10, 1991.
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO ABOUT IRAQ?
I’m aware that the “Rand Report” makes it clear that Saudi Arabia is a very real enemy and far,
far worse that Iraq and Hussein. It would make more sense to wage war on Saudi Arabia, a far more
dangerous enemy than Iraq. Nonetheless, I won’t belabor the point.
Counsel on Iraq: Do not attack Iraq. Lift the embargo unilaterally, provide Iraq with food,
medicine and even be willing to sell them arms. Try honey instead of vinegar. Try food and medicine
instead of bombs and bullets. Do this before the media completely demonizes Iraq. What’s to lose?
What about Iraqi programs of developing weapons of mass destruction? Have you not initiated
a policy that if we are attacked with weapons of mass destruction that we will attack those that send
them with weapons of mass destruction!?! Make it plain to Iraq that if they supply such weapons to
terrorists that we will bomb Iraq into powder and leave it a sterile, dead land. That would be sufficient,
the potential threat of massive retaliation would make such behavior suicidal. Hussein is not suicidal
nor mad.
If you must attack Iraq: Do not send our troops, this would become a snare that would lead to
the destruction of U.S. military power in a way no one conceives of now and would leave our nation
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thunderstruck when it did happen.
Understand that any ground attack against Iraq is going to lead to the use of nuclear weapons
and that we will be drawn into the kind of war no one wants and everyone is afraid of. . . .
THE DANGER IS LOSS, ENTANGLEMENT, AND OVER INVOLVEMENT
A war on Iraq, if waged by a ground war (American troops attacking into Iraq) is going to be
costly and fraught with many hidden dangers and unexpected situations.
JESUS has shewn me little about this coming war on Iraq but He has told me enough about it to
make it plain that it is going be hazardous in the extreme. Trying to overthrow Hussein is not going to
work because JESUS told me years ago that it would not work. Forcing Hussein’s back to the wall is ill
advised, this man is an in-fighter, ruthless and capable of anything if pressed into a corner.
Bringing down Hussein would result in what JESUS spoke of back on January 23, 1991, “IRAQ
WILL BE DISMEMBERED AT THE LAST. . . .” This would destabilize the Persian Gulf region
big time, something you are aware of. The power vacuum left by the dissolution of Iraq would be filled
by Iran and this is where Jesus’ vision of 1983 comes into view. We would end up fighting Iran and
Iran would nuke our army at the same time Red China, seeing our weakness, would invade Taiwan
and North Korea in concert with Red China would invade South Korea. Our military would be unable
to meet these threats and would collapse.
This is what JESUS shewed me in 1983 and I can see that those things are waiting in the wings.
The catalyst to this American disaster would be the invasion of Iraq which would open the door to
undreamed dangers and disasters. This is why I urge you great caution in the talk of plans of making
war on Iraq. It is not so much that Hussein is so tough but the complexity of the situation is filled with
hidden dangers.
I’ve afforded you God’s Counsel and view of the issue and given you some viable options, more
than appear to being considered today, the best of which is to defer any such action, treat Iraq in a
friendly way (end the embargo, supply food, medicine and helps to the people of Iraq) and at the same
time rebuild the U.S. military. Amen.
This is the Counsel of the Lord God, JESUS CHRIST.
God bless,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 6: OCTOBER 14, 2003
Subject: CIA LEAK & REVELATION
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President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President,
Blessings and peace to you in Jesus’ wonderful Name! It has been a year-plus since I was last led
by Jesus to write you and to offer counsel by the Holy Spirit.
Rough waters ahead, brother George. Jesus said that 2004 will be a time of great stress in the
economy and in the business world, and that terrible fear will grip the hearts of men. Coinciding with
this will be a rise of terrorism. Jesus stated that political correctness will become a death sentence for
many, very many people in this land. Jesus also made it plain that disease and plagues will sweep this
land.
On June 16, 2003 JESUS told me many things but in particular he told me this in reference
to you: “PERSIA, PERSIA, THE TROUBLES STIRRING THERE WILL NOT HAVE THE
OUTCOME MANY HOPE FOR — FOR THERE ARE EVIL MEN OPERATING INSIDE
THIS GOVERNMENT THAT UNDERMINE EVERYTHING THAT MY SON GEORGE
W. DOES. HE CANNOT SEE THE DANGERS THEY POSE AND IS SURROUNDED BY
EVIL MEN WHO ADVISE HIM IN THE WAYS OF THE WORLD AND AMISS FROM MY
WILL. IN A TIME BUT MUCH LESS THAN TWO YEARS I WILL MOVE YOU TO OFFER
HIM COUNSEL AND IN A DAY I WILL ARRANGE FOR YOU TO MEET FACE TO FACE,
FIRST IN THE SPIRIT AND THEN IN THIS WORLD THAT MY WORD AND WILL BE
CONVEYED TO HIM. HE WILL KNOW YOU FOR HE WILL HAVE SEEN YOU AND
YOUR GODLY WIFE BY MY SPIRIT AND WILL LISTEN AND HEED.”
On July 20, 2003 I did see you face to face “In The Spirit” for a brief time, and I perceive that
the Spirit of God will arrange other such meetings to where you will know us well before we do meet
in this world.
On September 16, 2002 JESUS gave me to understand that there is a conspiracy afoot by a group
of men inside the State Department who will leak war plans about Iraq to the ends of undermining the
war effort and this country. JESUS made it plain that these men hate you, President Bush, they hate
America, they hate Christians and they hate HIM, JESUS.
On September 20, 2002 the Lord God gave me to see 3 levels of infiltration of our government
by anti-Christ, anti-Christian, anti-American and anti-Bush forces. They were located inside the State
Department, the Justice Department and inside the Executive Mansion on White House property.
They are like moles, enemy agents in key positions. They work in cells of two or three men/women and
are working against the best interests of the U.S.
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This October 9, 2003 JESUS asked me to write you, Mr. President, in the next five days. Well,
I’m on time—just. He asked me to address revelations concerning the State Department and CIA
troubles. I just did that.
The “leak” about a CIA operative that has caused such a fuss was/is in my considered opinion a
“set-up” designed to make you and your administration look bad. The troubles JESUS began to reveal
to me in 2002 are coming into view.
My counsel to you about Iraq was to wait two years while you worked to build-up the U.S.
military and homeland defense to be ready for what is coming. It is now obvious to most everyone that
the intelligence the CIA provided you and Congress was faulted. Given the mess that’s been created for
you and America I’m surprised that George Tenet is still in charge of the CIA.
While I’ve shared this in counsel letters earlier I will repeat a portion now. Iran or Persia is a
serious danger to America. In 1983 JESUS gave me an explicit vision of Iran launching a nuclear tipped
missile at the U.S. Army located in the Middle East, wiping out a significant portion of our army in
one blast of nuclear fire. In 1983 we had no army in the Middle East, we do now. Iran had no nuclear
weapons in 1983, they are working on it now. We have some time before this happens but not a lot. Be
aware of the dangers.
The Lord has prepared us to be His counsel to you in His time and when you want it. Troubles are
coming that will make things not only difficult for you and our country, but are also filled with pitfalls
designed to trap you by a people in the government who would undo you and your administration.
We and the 400 Christian families that make up this Ministry remember you in prayer daily as
we began to do on Jesus’ direction in 1999 when you were still governor of Texas. The Lord shewed me
that you’d be President back in 1989.
Amen. God bless,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
The Staff and Sword Ministry

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 10: DECEMBER 28, 2004
Subject: IRAN and the Vision/Revelations of 1983.
President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President,
Blessings and peace to you in Jesus’ wonderful Name!
First and foremost, thank you for the Christmas card. I enjoy showing it around as most
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everyone is interested in seeing what the President George and Laura Bush White House Christmas
card looks like. We pray you had a blessed Christmas in remembrance of our dear Savior’s birth, His
first coming.
The documentation to be mentioned in this letter cannot be transmitted by Internet to you—I’ve
never learned how to get the scanner to work. Tried, but found it just did not cooperate. In any event
the aforementioned documentation will come by snail mail.
What I will send to you by snail mail is a copy of my letter to then President Ronald Reagan on
October 15, 1983 which was also notarized on October 17, 1983 in Chicago, Illinois, where I lived at
the time. In those days I had a notary seal placed on the backside of a copy of the letter. The primary
reason was to verify that the date of the letter was accurate. Over the years people have questioned if
I wrote such letters at such a time, so the notary seal ended that doubt but rarely their willingness to
resist God’s Word.
A REFINEMENT
In the years since this initial vision/revelation came to me through JESUS CHRIST in 1983 the
Lord has steadily broadened my view and understanding of what He first shewed me.
For example, in 1983 the Lord shewed me, in general terms, Iran being invaded from the Caucasus
Mountains region and from Afghanistan. At this time JESUS identified the nation as “Russia”, not the
“Soviet Union”. The Lord also revealed that the Russians would have a tough time fighting through the
mountain areas into Iran and would be stalled due to heavy Iranian resistance. Why the Russians did
not invade through the Turkmen region was not revealed except that He shewed no forces invading
Iran from Turkmen. However, I did see troops, a smaller contingent, invading Iran from Afghanistan
(at the time the Soviet Union was fighting in Afghanistan) which I “assumed” were Russians.
Today, given the current geopolitical arrangements, it is more likely that American troops will
be invading Iran from Afghanistan than Russian troops.
When you see the October 14, 1983 JESUS’ Revelation (Page 1) you will note that it also shows
that Iran will launch a preemptive strike, firing a nuclear-tipped missile at U.S. Forces gathering in the
Persian Gulf Region.
That was in 1983! Today Iran has the redesigned Shihab-3 missile which can carry nuclear
warheads and they are well on the way to building nuclear bombs themselves. You are aware of this
and are attempting to address the threat.
This letter, past relaying a copy of the letter I sent to President Reagan some 21 years earlier, is
to address the issue and threat we as a people and nation face.
THE U.S. IS FACING A MANY LAYERED CONSPIRACY
The vision-revelation of October 14, 1983 revealed several coming problems, these being:
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1. A major Hurricane slams the Southeast U.S. in September.
2. The Accidental Nuclear attack with Russia nuking 4 U.S. Cities (Lexington, Ky.; New York, N.Y.;
Richmond, Va. and Columbia, S.C.) in the month of December (believed to be December 14th).
3. The coming war with Iran during which Iran nukes the standing U.S. Army gathering in the
Persian Gulf region—wiping our Army out in one blow.
4. The Philippines turning blood red (suggesting a great slaughter).
5. Red China attacking and invading Taiwan.
6. North Korea launching a full-fledged invasion of South Korea.
7. Japan was seen trembling but it seemed more to do with “fear” of a rising and aggressive Red
Chinese military power.
8. Three volcanoes exploding like a string of firecrackers on the West Coast of the U.S.
What I was given to “know” by the Spirit of God during this vision/revelation of October 14,
1983 was that the U.S. military was stretched to the breaking point; but when the Iranian nuked our
gathered army in the Persian Gulf—it shattered U.S. military power. The Red Chinese and North
Korean invasions were taking advantage of this military weakness. In fact, I perceived that the actions
of the Iranians, North Koreans and Red Chinese were in fact complimentary, coordinated, part of one
plan to bring the U.S. down.
IT BEGAN IN 1983
What I knew in 1983 was that the culminating events seen in the October 14, 1983 visions had
begun in 1983. The various factors that would lead to this outcome were in motion at that time and
have continued apace to this day.
The hope back then was to offer God’s Counsel whereby the U.S. could side-step these plots and
traps. The hope, even opportunity, has slipped away and so today we are facing some of the elements
JESUS warned of 21 years ago.
PRAYER TO SAVE LIVES
We of this Ministry have taken JESUS’ Word and warnings to heart and have prayed and
interceded since 1983 to this day for God’s help and mercy and to the ends of saving lives out of these
coming destructions.
I better understand today what He began to reveal to me back in 1983. In fact, in 1983 I was
still a green young prophet and much of what He was shewing me was only vaguely grasped. However,
I knew then and now that “if” President Ronald Reagan or President George H. Bush had responded
and sought JESUS’ Counsel, He would have enabled me to do that. They didn’t and so He only revealed
more detail in small bits over an extended period of time.
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WHEN?
The “when” of these things has been a question we have sought to understand for the past 21
years, but today we have a much better grasp of timing — one hard won after many years of persistent
work. In fact, we believe we may have the timing in view—and this through your Presidency.
JESUS began speaking to me about the accidental nuclear attack in some detail in 1989 during
your father’s Presidency. At the time I thought He was taking about George H. but it was not until the
year 2000 when you ran for the Presidency that I recognized it was you He was talking about in 1989.
What He had to say is important for you to know.
This is what JESUS told me on October 21, 1989. JESUS to Chuck-JOHNEL October 21, 1989 at 9:59
PM Pacific Time: “ . . . OH AMERICA, AMERICA, THE NIGHT OF SIRENS AND HOWLING
FEARS IS UPON YOU. MANY WILL LAY DOWN TO SLEEP IN ARROGANT SAFETY,
BUT AWAKEN TO TERRORS. A CONSUMING FIRE WILL SWALLOW MULTITUDES IN
A MOMENT AND THE FRUIT OF PRIDE WILL COME UPON YOU, ASHES OF DEATH,
A SILENT SICKNESS, AND MANY WILL STUMBLE ABOUT SINKING TO PAIN AND
ANGUISH.
ON THE DAY YOU MAIL MY CALL TO KATHLEEN, WRITE PRESIDENT BUSH
AND TELL HIM WHAT COMES. SAY UNTO THE PRESIDENT ‘WATCH NORTH OF SAN
FRANCISCO’ . . . AFTER THAT YOU SEE WHAT COMES IN FROM THE SOUTHEAST,
THEN KNOW IT IS ONLY DAYS BEFORE THE NIGHT SKY ROARS TO YOUR SOUTH, THE
WHITE HOUSE SHALL GREATLY SHAKE, THE FOUNDATIONS WILL BE CRACKED.
THE NIGHT OF TERROR IS UPON YOU SAITH THE LORD OF HOSTS . . .”
I knew when this Word came in 1989 that He was speaking of the coming accidental nuclear
attack where Russia would nuke four U.S. Cities by accident (computer error launches 12 Russian
nuclear tipped ICBM’s at the U.S.) The second paragraph (above) was largely a mystery to me until this
year when the HOLY SPIRIT opened my understanding to grasp it.
THE MEANING REVEALED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT
“ . . . WATCH NORTH OF SAN FRANCISCO, AFTER THAT YOU SEE WHAT COMES IN
FROM THE SOUTHEAST . . .” This speaks of the Hurricane to come SEPTEMBER (probably
September 9th) in the “Southeast” followed by a major earthquake in SAN FRANCISCO on October
23rd.
With this we now have a scenario of events prior to the Accidental Nuclear Attack, these
being:
1. A Major (Category 5) Hurricane slamming into the Southeastern U.S. in the month of September
(likely September 9th) to be followed by:
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2. A Major 7 to 8+ Magnitude earthquake striking San Francisco on October 23rd of the same year
the Hurricane hits. This earthquake will have its epicenter North of San Francisco.
3. The Accidental Nuclear Attack happens following the October 23rd earthquake and will come
in the month of December (likely December 14th)—destroying Lexington, Ky.; Richmond, Va.;
Columbia, S.C. and heavily damaging New York, New York.
“AFTER THAT . . . THEN KNOW IT IS ONLY DAYS BEFORE THE NIGHT SKY ROARS
TO YOUR SOUTH, THE WHITE HOUSE SHALL GREATLY SHAKE, THE FOUNDATIONS
WILL BE CRACKED. THE NIGHT OF TERROR IS UPON YOU SAITH THE LORD OF
HOSTS . . .”
Here JESUS is referring to the effect to be felt in the White House when one of the Russian nuclear
bombs hits Richmond (just to the south of the White House)—“THE NIGHT SKY ROARS TO
YOUR SOUTH.”
We now are able to see a clear scenario of two major events just prior to the accidental nuclear
attack.
THE SCENARIO OF 2004
1. Hurricane IVAN (Category 5) slams into Florida September 16, 2004. While this came very
close to fulfilling the vision of September 9, 1983, it fell short in that the storm did not slam
New Orleans nor did we have a Holy Spirit witness that this was the hurricane God the Father
revealed in 1983.
2. On October 23, 2004 JAPAN is struck by a 6.9 Magnitude earthquake—38 dead, 100,000+ left
homeless.
In the scenario of 2004 we see the basic pattern revealed in JESUS’ WORD of October 21, 1989
surfacing but it is not a fulfillment. Because the hurricane fell short of what God revealed in 1983, the
earthquake could not strike San Francisco and so Japan is hit as an alternative target. What happened
this 2004 in this regard is an “early pattern” to what will happen a time later. . . .
In all probability things will begin heading south, to use an expression, in the year 2007. Therefore
the decisions and actions you take from now until then are crucial and will be foundational to these
events.
A PROPHETIC WARNING IS NOT A PREDICTION
What JESUS revealed to me in 1983, as shared in this letter and others, was not a fated outcome
that could not be avoided nor was it a prediction of future events that would either happen or not
happen. Instead, JESUS was revealing the outcome of geopolitical policies and decisions enacted
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under President Ronald Reagan, President George H. Bush, President William Clinton and under your
Presidency. It is clear to me that apart from Holy Spirit Counsel this nation will arrive at the condition
JESUS revealed in 1983 and face unparalleled disasters . . . which in turn will lead to all out Nuclear
World War III and the invasion and occupation of America by foreign armies.
The extent to which Holy Spirit Counsel can mitigate or alter this outcome is not known; but
what is known is that we are on track to seeing a fulfillment of all JESUS revealed in 1983 and more.
What would the Lord JESUS counsel if we were to meet? That is not known but I do know that much
would depend on your willingness to hear the Counsel of the Holy Spirit and an appropriate willingness
to act on such Godly Counsel.
Right now the Lord JESUS is pre-positioning us starting early next year to be readied to come
east to issue final warnings to the cities that will be nuked in the accidental nuclear attack from Russia.
When we are in the vicinity of Washington, D.C. we would also telephone the White House offering
counsel on how to respond to the attack before it happens.
The Lord our God has made it clear that the day we return home from this trip east to warn
the populations of the targeted cities, that the Russian nuclear bombs will fall. When that happens
the course of human affairs will be set in stone, to use an expression, and any opportunity to alter the
outcome of these events will vanish with the American cities that are vaporized that night. This is all
the Lord JESUS would have me convey to you at this time.
You are in our prayers daily.
God bless and keep you,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
The Staff and Sword Ministry
Attachments: October 15, 1983 letter to President Ronald Reagan (4 pages, back-to-back). [Note: The
Reagan letter is not included here.]

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 9: JULY 27, 2004
Subject: Protocols of God
President George W. Bush
president@whitehouse.gov
Dear Mr. President,
Greetings in Jesus’ sweet and precious Name! It’s been 12 days since my last letter.
In this letter I’m led to address what Jesus asked me to address on April 4th as follows: JESUS to
Chuck-JOHNEL on Sunday, April 4, 2004: “ . . . THE NEXT LETTER IS TO OFFER COUNSEL
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AND QUALIFICATIONS AS I LEAD YOU, MORE A PERSONAL LETTER THAT SETS
DOWN GROUND RULES FOR OFFERING HIM MY COUNSEL AND HOW HE IS TO
RECEIVE IT AND WHAT HE IS TO EXPECT. I WILL LEAD YOU. ABIDE JOHNEL.”
My last letter addressed the issue of the coming “accidental nuclear attack from Russia”, however,
this is that “personal letter” to set down the ground rules for offering His Counsel to you, how you are
to receive it and what you are to expect.
WHO WE ARE: I believe you would respond as I do, that you, I, we, are just normal people with
unusual callings, authority and responsibilities. Nonetheless we are also unique in that you represent
the American people as a whole, and in and under His anointing/commission I represent Him. You
are the President of the United States and you also bring your unique personality into the office of
President. Likewise I occupy the office of Jesus Christ’s Apostle/Prophet and represent Him but I also
bring my unique personality into this prophetic office.
HIS (JESUS CHRIST’S) COUNSEL: JESUS makes it plain that I’m to “offer” His Counsel to
you. That means you may receive it or not, you may react or not, you may act or not — it is entirely your
choice. My duty is to present His Counsel as He leads me to do so. What you do with it is between you
and God.
ON ASKING THE LORD JESUS A QUESTION: When asking the Lord God a question, I’ve
learned by experience that often time He does not address what we want to know but what we need to
know. You being President and representative of all the people in this nation suggests to me that you
might have more latitude in this area than I have, which is to say He may respond to your questions
up front. Nonetheless, I’ve learned that we are to listen to Him first, He is GOD and will attend to our
requests/questions as He Will.
I cannot assure you that if you ask a specific question that the Lord will address it. I can ask and
He will respond but not necessarily along the lines we have inquired about. I can only ask and He will
determine what He will—He is God.
It is often best to go to the Lord seeking that which is His Perfect Will according to His good
pleasure and trust all the rest to Him.
BEING SENT: When the Lord God sends me to a President or to anyone for that matter He has a
Word He wants me to deliver. After that the Lord may or may not answer questions on other matters.
Example: In 1977 JESUS sent me and another prophet 30 days on foot from Des Plaines, Illinois
to Washington, D.C. to present His Word to newly elected President Jimmy Carter. The White House
Staff came to know us as the “walkers” as many people wrote or called the White House about our
journey to see him. When we arrived, President Carter’s staff tried but could not arrange a meeting on
the day the Lord told us to see him and they wanted to reschedule us to see him the next day. JESUS
simply told us to go home the next day, and that President Carter’s opportunity was for the day we
arrived, not the next day. We were ushered into see a Ms. Wellons (one of President Carter’s aides)
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in the Executive Mansion that day as an alternative. The Word that came to be passed onto him was
straightforward — the Soviet Union would become militarily aggressive in the near future, inflation
would become a serious problem in the economy and as a result he would not be re-elected. The Word
of Jesus’ Counsel that would have saved his Presidency was not delivered as we did not meet with him
on the day of the Lord’s visitation. To this day I do not know what Jesus would have told President
Carter past the warning of what was ahead.
IN THE WHITE HOUSE NOVEMBER 14, 1979 BY THE SPIRIT OF GOD: This took place during
the Iran hostage crisis: I was at home (Chicago) working on answering letters when unexpectedly the
SPIRIT OF GOD took me up and out and I found myself looking down on a meeting in the White House
from the ceiling level. An Angel of Jesus had its hand on me. I could see and clearly hear President
Carter talking to both civilian and military advisors in this room—the fireplace was prominent to me.
They were talking about planning a military rescue of our Embassy hostages in Tehran, Iran. The
HOLY SPIRIT gave me a distinct knowing to forewarn President Carter to not undertake this military
operation, GOD was not with us and it would fail terribly. On JESUS’ leading I wrote President Carter
warning him to make a different approach (call the nation to repent and pray) and that any attempt of
a military rescue would fail. Well, it did.
NOT GREEN: JESUS called me to the office of Prophet in 1971. At this time I have the better part
of 33 years experience and seasoning as His Prophet. In those 33 years I’ve made plenty of mistakes
(which I found are also great and thorny teachers) and have seen His Hand in my life and in this nation
in awesome ways.
TIME OF RESPONSE: When going before the Lord on behalf of another I have no way of
knowing what He will say or if He will say anything at any time soon. The Lord is always gracious to
answer but it is on His time table, not ours.
The Word of the Lord for you will be on His terms and not mine, yours or ours.
OUR FIRST MEETING: I cannot say whether or not the Lord would have me say anything the
first time we meet. It may simply be a casual meeting to get to know each other better or the Lord may
have me give you His Word. I cannot predict what He will or will not do or say.
When other brethren ask me for a Word from the Lord I will go in prayer seeking His answer.
But in my experience, unless it is an issue He wants to address, getting an answer is usually a long
drawn out process of prayer and patiently waiting on the Lord for His response.
PROOF: When I give you His Word it is then up to you to know it is His Word and it is up to you
in how you respond or do not respond. The “proof” is in the inner witness by the Spirit of God that the
Word is God’s.
We* are His spokesmen and in my experience the Lord will give us insights and revelations
that will interface with what you know or seek. We may not know what you know but what He gives us
will mesh with what you know and clarify issues to you without us necessarily knowing what it is all
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about.
[*Note—I speak of my wife, Nancy-TONI and Richard-DANIEL, both prophets of JESUS
CHRIST who are part of this Ministry work in Christ.]
THE FAITH FACTOR: The Lord Jesus can and has at times given us a clarity to see into the
heart of a matter that reveals all that can be revealed and at the same time not reveal everything. I
have long since concluded that knowing “everything” is something only God can do, it is beyond us to
get anywhere near that. Thus anything we do in His direction, by His Word or revelation is going to be
grasped only by faith, His faith at work in us to make it succinct and understandable by His Spirit.
I believe you are such a man, capable of such faith, as Jesus told me this about you recently:
JESUS to Chuck-JOHNEL on Sunday, April 18, 2004: “I AM WITH GEORGE. HE HAS
NOT TURNED FROM ME BUT SEEKS MY HELP IN MANY WAYS. HE WILL SEEK YOU
OUT BECAUSE HE SEEKS ME IN YOU. THE HAND OF THE FATHER IS WITH HIM.”
HOLY SPIRIT COUNSEL: Over the years the HOLY SPIRIT has led me in offering His Counsel
through what seems to be casual conversation. While such conversation can seem like small talk or
sharing of experiences there is a clear HOLY SPIRIT direction involved presenting concepts in many
forms to the listener. While counseling ideas, experiences in the Lord come to mind and I have the
freedom to share them with whomsoever I’m counseling or talking to. This is a more comfortable form
of communicating God’s revelation as it has the form of a casual talk.
THE JOY OF THE LORD: While speaking of the most dire circumstances I can and often have a
joyful expression which is simply the joy of the Lord’s Presence in my life that nothing dims. This often
throws people and some misunderstand “my joy in Christ.”
Here is a little peek into the future which I perceive will involve you as President. It is a Word
like this that brings me to believe that your re-election is pre-ordained.
JESUS to Chuck-JOHNEL Sunday, February 10, 1991: (Lord JESUS, what of the Persian Gulf
war, any word?) “AS I TOLD YOU, IT IS FAR FROM ENDED. . . . WATCH RUSSIA TAKE A
DIFFERENT POSITION AND BEGIN TO SUPPLY ARMS TO IRAN. . . . ISRAEL WILL
LOSE MORE IN THIS WAR THAN MEN PERCEIVE AND GAIN NOTHING BUT GREATER
DANGER. THE LEADER OF EGYPT FACES ASSASSINATION—EGYPT WOULD THEN
REVERSE ITS POSITION OVERNIGHT.
SAUDI ARABIA . . . THE KINGDOM WILL TOTTER THEN FALL SHORTLY. TWO
WEEKS HENCE PRESIDENT BUSH FACES A RISING DANGER . . . THE BEAST TO
EMERGE IN THE MIDDLE EAST IS NOW AT THE STARTING BLOCK, THIS WAR IS A
BREEDING GROUND FOR A COMPLETE CHANGE OF SPIRIT AND CHARACTER FOR
THE ARABIC WORLD AND MOSLEMS. A DARK EVIL WORKS THROUGH THE WAR
TO CONSUME ALL MOSLEMS IN A SPIRIT OF HATE AND VIOLENCE TOWARDS THE
WEST.
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INDEED, WATCH FEBRUARY 19TH—THE SAVAGING BEGINS.”
From JESUS’ WORD in 1991 we understood that the “war trap” we walked into on waging war
with Iraq and in the Persian Gulf from 1990–1991 would not end, the war would go on and on and get
only more complicated, not less. We understood that back in 1991. What Jesus speaks of here (above)
is ahead of us, not behind us.
OF WHAT VALUE TO YOU IS GOD’S COUNSEL? Foolish question on the face of it but given
the Godlessness of this society some around you would entertain it.
For example—you can see how the Lord’s Word of February 10, 1991 connects clearly with
what is and has happened. As JESUS said then, “THIS WAR IS A BREEDING GROUND FOR
A COMPLETE CHANGE OF SPIRIT AND CHARACTER FOR THE ARABIC WORLD
AND MOSLEMS. A DARK EVIL WORKS THROUGH THE WAR TO CONSUME ALL
MOSLEMS IN A SPIRIT OF HATE AND VIOLENCE TOWARDS THE WEST.” I believe you
would acknowledge that this is now a reality, a troubling reality. But how do you cope with this and
how do you overcome it? Through the Counsel of God!
On September 15, 2002 JESUS explained some of this to me saying, “AMERICA IS IN A WAR
TRAP . . . GEORGE W. IS TRYING TO FIND A WAY OUT BUT IS TRAPPED. MY COUNSEL
THROUGH YOU TO PRESIDENT BUSH WOULD REVEAL THE WAY AMERICA COULD
ESCAPE THIS TRAP . . .”
So this is the value of God’s Counsel to you, a God-revealed way out of the war trap America is
in and has been since 1990.
As I’ve shared in previous Counsel Letters, JESUS first began revealing the danger of a war trap
in the Middle East/Persian Gulf region back in 1979. I warned President Reagan in 1981 against getting
involved in the Middle East with American troops—after he sent U.S. Marines into Lebanon and after
hundreds were killed in a suicide bombing attack he sensibly withdrew. On February 9, 1989 JESUS
by His Angel told me this: “PERSIA, PERSIA, WAR AND MISERY IS SOWN HERE AND
MANY NATIONS WILL COME TO DIE AND DESTROY HERE. WHAT IS SET IN MOTION
IS THE VERY TRAP JESUS WARNED THIS NATION ABOUT . . . MANY YOUNG MEN
FROM AMERICA WILL TRAVEL ABROAD AND ONLY A FEW WILL RETURN ALIVE.
THE PRESIDENT NOW IS NOT THE ONE WHO WILL LEAD THIS NATION INTO THIS
DARKEST TIME OF SORROW AND GRIEF, BUT THE ONE DOING THIS IS NEAR NOW,
NEAR TO BEING IN THAT CHAIR OF AUTHORITY TO DO ALL THIS. ABIDE IN JESUS’
LOVE.”
IT IS A “WAR TRAP” THAT WE ARE IN AS A NATION
The Persian Gulf War of 1990—1991 and the liberation of Kuwait from Iraqi occupation was the
beginning of the “war trap” JESUS had warned me against for the better part of 12 years. This is why
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you cannot succeed in Iraq, it is a trap, one designed by hell’s power to utterly destroy America.
In the same year (1983) GOD THE FATHER and JESUS CHRIST revealed the coming accidental
nuclear attack from Russia, He also revealed that Iran would fire a nuclear tipped missile at the U.S.
Armed forces in the Persian Gulf Region wiping out the heart of our army in one nuclear fireball.
I discern through what JESUS has both shown and told me over the years that this nuclear strike
against the U.S. military by Iran will lead to a heightened tension between the U.S. and Russia over a
planned a U.S. response against Iran. I believe that this tension with Russia over Iran is an underlining
causal factor that leads to the accidental nuclear attack from Russia against the U.S.
While the HOLY SPIRIT has given me a deep understanding of some of the basic issues involved
in this coming trouble I do not know now what counsel the Lord God would have me give you about
how to escape the war trap. I do know that the circumstances JESUS revealed to me back in 1983 are
taking definite form and shape according to what He revealed some 21 years ago. I also KNOW that in
the day we meet face to face in this world that the Godly Counsel you need will be available, not before.
That is just how He operates—His Protocol.
This is as much as the Lord JESUS would have me say at this time. I pray all is well with you
and yours. God bless.
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
JESUS’ Apostle/Prophet
The Staff and Sword Ministry

COUNSEL LETTER 11B: SEPTEMBER 16, 2005
Subject: Update on Nuclear Weapons being brought into the U.S. by Al Qaeda.
President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President,
Blessings and peace to you in Jesus’ sweet Name!
In my August 16, 2005 Counsel Letter #11 we shared the Lord JESUS’ Word concerning three
nuclear devices being smuggled into the U.S. by Al Qaeda. Since our August 16th letter we have found
added revelation concerning the target cities.
One, as shared already, is Chicago. However, on November 2, 1989 JESUS spoke of another
city—Birmingham, Alabama. In that Word JESUS spoke of the bomb going off to the North of Chicago
and that it would shower Chicago with intense radiation. At this time He spoke of this being closely
connected with the earthquake in the Midwest- which we believe will happen September 19th . . . the
same year that the accidental nuclear attack can happen.
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I noticed that when Hurricane KATRINA struck, that U.S. border patrol agents on the Mexican
border were sent to New Orleans to help evacuate victims of the storm. As revealed earlier, Al Qaeda
will use a major terrorist attack inside the U.S. to divert attention and law enforcement agents away
from an area of the Mexican border to bring the nuclear materials across necessary to make the bombs
nuclear. . . .
We are presently watching and praying about an emerging judgment pattern seen in years past.
Until things firm up we are left with “ifs” and “maybe’s”. Nonetheless, the enemy is carefully preparing
and staging for the nuclear attack on the U.S. from within. At this time their plans are in the formative
stages and they are vulnerable “if” we are seeking them out.
Current Timing: From 1978 to 1981 we watched four revealed “early” judgment patterns—(1)
Economic—the emergence of inflation in March, 1978; (2) Industrial—Three Mile Island Nuclear
disaster March, 1979; (3) In The Earth—Eruption of Mt. St. Helens volcano March, 1980; and (4)
Political—Attempted assassination of President Reagan March, 1981.
We anticipated the economic and political judgments as well as the judgment in the earth and so
worked with the Secret Service in 1981 to safeguard President Reagan. Recognizing that the judgments
were emerging for real (no more pattern warnings) we expected an economic judgment to begin March,
2004 — which we recognized to be the rise in the price of gasoline. The pattern seen from 1978 is that
what begins only gets worse with time. The judgment event of March, 2005 was the Terri Schiavo
issue recognized as a political judgment on America. What remains are an “industrial judgment” and
a “judgment in the earth” . . . . The opportunity to mitigate these troubles is fast fading.
God bless,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
JESUS’ Apostle/Prophet
SEPTEMBER 2008 COMMENT BY CHUCK-JOHNEL: What JESUS revealed was that
terrorists had smuggled components for three nuclear bombs into the U.S. across the wide-open
Mexican border. The Net of Prayer was fully engaged in a prayer campaign as JESUS indicated that
prayer-intercession could deal with two of the three bomb components.
Components: All the hardware necessary to make three nuclear bombs were smuggled into the U.S.
excepting for the weapons grade plutonium to make the bombs nuclear bombs.
After concerted prayer-intercession, JESUS revealed that one bomb was found by the F.B.I. in Arizona,
and one was damaged beyond repair and discarded—answered prayer, PRAISE THE LORD! The
third bomb was dismantled and buried in Kansas against the day when they could acquire the
weapon’s-grade plutonium.
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In this time, weeks after JESUS revealed that one of the bombs had been intercepted by the F.B.I.,
we heard reports of a lot of frenzied government activity in Arizona where the Governor called up
National Guard and sent them to the border. This action was most unusual and unexplained and told
us that this is where the bomb was found as JESUS told us.
Weeks later, I received a telephone call from the F.B.I. They asked me to share any revelation insight
I had into terrorists smuggling nuclear devices in the U.S. I was given a code name and told that
they would remove me from the “watch list”. Since the meeting with the two Secret Service agents
in October 2001 every time I took an airplane anywhere, I was put through the mill, searched, and
searched over and over at the airports. The next time I took an airplane, I found that I could travel
by air without these intrusive searches.
The immediate danger was past, but the enemy still had this plot and though it was suspended, it was
not forgotten. When they could, al Qaeda would smuggle weapon’s grade plutonium into the U.S. and
explode the bomb on U.S. soil. According to what JESUS told me years earlier it would be detonated
near Chicago.
As JESUS gave me no further insight about this nuclear plot I could offer no new information to the
F.B.I. and the whole matter faded away. My contact with the F.B.I. fell ill and then retired and so my
contact with the F.B.I. terminated in 2007. Nonetheless, the danger remains.

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 12: JANUARY 11, 2006
Subject: Offering you the Seal of the Living God
President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President,
Greetings in Jesus’ wonderful Name!
On January 3, 2006 JESUS asked me to offer to you the Seal of the Living God. You will find
the Scriptural basis for this anointing in Ezekiel chapter 9, verses 1 to 6 and also in Revelation chapter
7, verses 1 to 3.
JESUS first had me extend the Seal of the Living God to Christian Intercessors of the Net of
Prayer at Trinity Lutheran Church in early 1977. But it was in March of 1982 that He sent me out to
North America Sealing Net of Prayer Intercessors and all who would receive it. I traveled from 1982
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through to 1990 covering (by auto) many thousands of miles to extend this Sealing to thousands of
Christians and any who would receive it.
Each person that was Sealed was also given the commission to Seal others by the same Spirit of
God. I figure that well in excess of one million have been Sealed since the formal start of this work in
Christ in March of 1982.
The Seal of the Living God is conveyed by olive oil traced on the forehead in the form of a cross
in the Name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
The message JESUS has had me deliver to all His people starting in March of 1982 to this
present time was as follows:
1. The Seal of the Living God would ensure that death would pass over those Sealed and their
household. This meant that none Sealed would die before the time set by God.
2. Those Sealed would be empowered in Christ to overcome the beast of antiChrist and all the host
of hell. This empowerment we have seen works first in and out of prayer and intercession.
3. Those who received the Seal of the Living God would had the opportunity to enter into a deeper,
living relationship with God the Father through Jesus Christ.
Those who receive the Seal of the Living God are also commissioned to extend this same Sealing
to others by the same Spirit of God. This is conveyed by placing both hands on the shoulders of those
being Sealed with a brief prayer.
ANGELIC PRESENCE: Over the years since 1982 many brethren have seen an Archangel of God
through Jesus Christ Sealing “In The Spirit” those I’ve Sealed. The same is true of those who have the
commission to Seal others. Thus the olive oil on the forehead is an outward sign of an inward work by
the Spirit of God, being marked by God as being under His protection from untimely death or harm.
MIRACLES: When I began this work in March of 1982 I would, inside of a short few months,
begin hearing of miracles experienced by those who were Sealed. The numbers of people Sealed who
have been spared certain death or serious injury have become so numerous over the years that we no
longer keep a record. I will only mention [those] . . . that come to mind just now:
RITA—FLORIDA 1982: I Sealed Rita and her husband in 1982 while traveling through Florida.
I came back through this town months later and stopped by for a visit and heard
a horrible story.
Rita (a nurse and about 24 years old at the time) was cleaning her car battery and looked over
the top of it to check it out when it exploded in her face. She was killed but came back and then the
doctors told her that she had lost her eyesight and hearing in one ear along with facial burns from the
acid.
I met her the night of the accident and she told me that when she looked over the battery she next
found herself “In the Spirit” and that a dark being, death, had her and was hauling her off. She told me
that she shook death off saying, “You can’t have me, I’m Sealed by God” She now heard the paramedics
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say, “We thought we had lost you” (they were trying to resuscitate her with no initial success). The next
morning she awoke and took off her bandages and found she had her eyesight and hearing back, no
acid burns—it was as if it all just fell off her. Rita told me, “It was because I was Sealed, otherwise I
would be blind, deaf and/or dead.”
THE YOUNG WOMAN IN 1999: I was on The Prophecy Club touring 35 cities in 1999 and
extended this Seal of the Living God to many people. One man telephoned me afterwards sharing
that I’d Sealed his daughter in one meeting (Texas)and that she had been diagnosed with full blown
A.I.D.S.a week or so earlier. I told him, “I’m sorry to hear that.” But he then said, “Don’t be sorry. After
you Sealed her the A.I.D.S. disappeared, she is whole and well—the doctors don’t know what to make
of it!”
DAD: I Sealed my dad (who is now 91) in 1982 and some months later he was blown off a ladder
and fell full force into a brick wall. He told me that it should have killed him but he was amazed to find
that he didn’t even have a bruise and walked away unharmed.
So, in Jesus’ Love I offer this Seal of the Living God to you and your household.
I ask you to pray about this offer and to let me know. I will wait on your response.
As I do not fly . . . please allow five days notice, one day to get ready for a trip and four days to
drive to the White House. You may also elect to come here (you are very welcome) or send Air Force
One to pick us (my wife and I) up.
The offer to extend the Seal of the Living God to you and yours is an open offer and you may
take us up on this offer at anytime of your convenience.
The Lord JESUS bless and keep you and yours,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
JESUS CHRIST’S Apostle/Prophet
The Staff and Sword Ministry

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 13: FEBRUARY 8, 2006
Subject: IRAN and More.
President George W. Bush
president@whitehouse.gov
Dear Mr. President,
The Goodness and Mercy of Jesus Christ keep you!
On January 11, 2006 JESUS asked me to write you and to extend to you and yours the Seal
of the Living God. JESUS also asked me to send ten copies of that letter every couple of days as it is
important that you know about it and consider receiving it. But today I’m led by the Spirit of God to
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write this Counsel Letter #13 on the very dangerous situation with Iran.
I first wrote to you about Iran on October 5, 2001, by my Counsel Letter #2, sharing what
JESUS revealed to me back on October 14, 1983—an Iran with nuclear weapons who would turn them
on our military forces in the Middle East/Persian Gulf with horrific results. What I saw in that vivid
vision told me that we would lose the heart of our standing army in one nuclear blast.
Today, it is evident to me as much by what I see and read in the news reports, as what I know
by the Spirit of God, that we as a nation are on a pathway leading to that horrific outcome seen in the
vision of 1983, some 23 years ago.
A REVELATION OF GOD IGNORED FOR TWENTY-THREE YEARS!
The opportunity afforded President Reagan and President George H. Bush to head-off this
disaster was not taken-up nor the warnings heeded. I passed this same warning and counsel to you
October 5, 2001. Today the opportunity to head-off a nuclear disaster with Iran is slim and in a little
time you will be left with an unsavory choice of actions leading to death or greater death. Let me
explain: 100 MILLION DEAD or 100 THOUSAND DEAD?
In 1980 JESUS presented me with a question hard to hear and harder to answer. He said this,
“GIVEN A CHOICE BETWEEN ONE HUNDRED MILLION DEAD AND ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DEAD, WHAT WOULD YOU CHOOSE?” My first thought was that I’d choose
neither but then JESUS said, “THEN IT WILL BE ONE HUNDRED MILLION DEAD!” I soon
realized that I had to choose one hundred thousand dead. This exercise (thankfully, it was just that in
1980) taught me that sometimes we face hard choices that test our souls. This is what you are coming
to.
As I prayed about “how” the Lord JESUS might have me counsel you on Iran this question the
Lord gave me back in 1980 came to mind day by day in the past week.
THE WAR TRAP
I wrote and warned your dad, George H., back in 1990 against invading Kuwait and engaging
Iraq. I warned against this action because I clearly saw by the Spirit of God that this was the “war trap”
JESUS had me warn this nation about since 1979. I also knew through His Word that once we stepped
into this trap that we would not get out without the Counsel of God. Instead, apart from God’s Counsel,
we would get more entangled as time passed until we found our nation embroiled in a Nuclear World
War leading to the destruction of the United States.
WE ARE IN THAT WAR TRAP TODAY
I do not know what kind of counsel you have today but the thought of a diplomatic solution
is beyond being a pipe dream as you are doubtless aware of. Rather, time is short, very short and a
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solution will have to be hard, swift and fierce to pull us out of the trap. Elsewise, you are on a trail
leading directly to the fulfillment of what JESUS revealed to me on October 14, 1983.
YOU NEED ALSO TO SEEK THE COUNSEL OF GOD
You have many counselors and without question they are very well informed, well educated,
intelligent, knowledgeable and some may even be wise. Nonetheless, I strongly urge you to also seek
the Counsel of God on this matter of Iran before you make a decision on a course of action. At this time
I discern clearly that the course of action in front of you is nothing better than a rabbit trail leading to
disaster.
REGARDLESS, THIS WILL BECOME A BLOODY MESS
No matter what course of action is taken it will lead to a heavy loss of life before it is concluded, that
is now unavoidable. Nonetheless, seeking the Counsel of the Lord is the only way to escape the worst
aspect of this war trap. I pray you have eyes to see and ears to hear what the Spirit of the Lord is saying
to you.
Attached are seven pages out of our January 2006 Newsletter addressing the vision of October
14, 1983. I sent this material to you back in 2001 and again more recently but I’ll send it again.
What JESUS revealed to me in 1983 is now headlines. Again, I pray this reaches you and that
you pray about it and respond accordingly to the help of our people and nation.
God bless,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
JESUS CHRIST’S Apostle/Prophet
The Staff and Sword Ministry

COUNSEL LETTER NO. 14: MAY 25, 2006
Subject: HOW NUCLEAR DISASTER WITH IRAN CAN BE AVERTED
President George W. Bush
president@whitehouse.gov
Dear Mr. President,
Greetings in Jesus Christ’s mighty Name!
It has been three months since my February 8, 2006 Counsel Letter #13 to you regarding
IRAN. The Lord JESUS CHRIST now instructs me to write you again with both counsel and a warning
regarding the dangers with Iran.
On May 22, 2006 JESUS rather abruptly spoke to me saying, “THIRTY DAYS! IN THIRTY
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DAYS A POINT OF NO RETURN WITH IRAN.” His Word alarmed me and I was inwardly
aware that something very dangerous was about to begin which would lead to disaster for this nation,
for all of us.
In prayer seeking JESUS’ Counsel, He spoke to me in the wee hours (3:40 am) of May 23rd
saying this: “ . . . INDEED . . . CALL THE NET OF PRAYER TO PRAY AND FAST FOR
ADDED TIME AGAINST THIS COMING TROUBLE WITH IRAN BEFORE THE POINT
OF NO RETURN IS REACHED. I WILL HEAR MY PEOPLE.
ALSO, WRITE PRESIDENT BUSH AND WARN HIM AND ASK HIM TO CALL THE
NATION TO PRAY AND FAST FOR MY HELP IN REGARDS TO IRAN. . . .
WRITE A SPECIAL PRAYER SHEET FOR THIS WORK OF PRAYER ASKING
THE HOLY SPIRIT IN MY NAME TO RESTRAIN THE DESTROYER AND TO GRANT
AMERICA AND THE WORLD A SHORT SPACE OF TIME IN WHICH MY MERCY WILL
OVERFLOW TO SPARE MUCH AND MANY.
YET KNOW THAT THIS JUDGMENT IS ONLY BEING DEFERRED NOT
PREVENTED. ONLY IF THE NATION IS CALLED TO PRAY AND FAST AND ONLY IF
THE NATION RESPONDS AND PRAYS AND FASTS, THEN AND ONLY THEN CAN THIS
JUDGMENT BE AVERTED.
ABIDE ALL THE MORE IN ME. I AM WITH YOU IN ALL.”
A Sequence of Nuclear Attacks and Destructions
In the initial revelation/vision of 1983 where JESUS shewed me Iran firing a nuclear-tipped
missile from Iran across the Red Sea aimed at an assembling U.S. Army in the Persian Gulf region.
In the years since we have been able to assemble a sequence of troubles through JESUS’ Word and
revelation.
JESUS revealed that war with Iraq in 1991 would lead to GREATER WAR. In fact, this is what
JESUS said on January 23, 1991, “IRAQ WILL BE DISMEMBERED AT THE LAST, BUT . . . (war
will) MOVE FORWARD VIOLENTLY. EVEN AT WAR’S END, THE WAR CONTINUES. .
. . ” (I asked JESUS what was coming and HE said,) “WAR AND GREATER WAR FOLLOWED
BY WORLD WAR . . . THIS IS WHAT . . . HAS TRULY [been] UNLEASHED IN THIS
WORLD. . . ”
The “WAR” JESUS warned against never stopped—the invasion of Iraq in 2003 was only the
next phase of what was started in 1991 when we drove Iraq out of Kuwait. I warned you against sending
troops into Iraq in 2003 aware that we would only get further entangled in this war trap. Now we are
being confronted by Iran and more, a nuclear Iran.
The “GREATER WAR” JESUS spoke of in 1991 (noted above) would be a war with Iran in
which our standing army would be wiped out in one nuclear blast.
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The result of that and our reaction would cause rising tensions with Russia and that would be
a key factor in the accidental launch of 12 Russian ICBM’s at the U.S. in a “December” night. Four U.S.
cities would be affected—Lexington, Ky.; Columbia, S.C.; and Richmond, Va. would be destroyed and
New York City would be heavily damaged. The anti-ballistic missile defense system you have installed
would save six other U.S. cities from being nuked. I was shewn the U.S. nuking 3 Russian cities in
exchange in that 1983 vision.
This turn of events would lead irresistibly to all out Nuclear World War III in which the U.S.
would be devastated, invaded, destroyed and occupied by foreign powers.
Current events are key to the fulfillment of this revealed scenario of nuclear destructions.
I have just called 535 Christian intercessors and prayer warriors to pray and fast NOW to gain
the time JESUS promised if we would do that. They will respond, they will pray and fast and the Lord
God will grant us, “ADDED TIME AGAINST THIS COMING TROUBLE.”
However, as JESUS has clearly stated, “ONLY IF THE NATION IS CALLED TO PRAY
AND FAST AND RESPONDS . . . ONLY THEN CAN THIS JUDGMENT BE AVERTED.”
We have done our part and will do it, the ball is now in your court. Whatever time is gained
through our praying and fasting for 21 days as JESUS asked will be lost if you do not respond—and if
you don’t then America is lost. It is as final as that.
I do not fully understand what JESUS has told me, but I know this is imminent, deadly, important
and very urgent and not to be ignored or taken lightly.
The Lord bless and keep you in every way.
In Christ,
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
The Staff and Sword Ministry
Colville, WA

COUNSEL NO. 15: JULY 27, 2006
Subject: REMINDERS
President George W. Bush
president@whitehouse.gov
Dear Mr. President,
The Joy and Peace of JESUS CHRIST keep you and yours.
On Jesus leading I’m writing you today. As a point of interest the terrorists inside the U.S.,
which have a nuclear device, have dismantled it and buried it in three places in northeast Kansas. They
are waiting for the weapons-grade plutonium to be smuggled across the Mexican border. Apparently, it
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is not an imminent threat, but it is present. This is just to update you on this matter which I reported
earlier. JESUS has also told me that intelligence had made a narrow penetration of North Korea and
has located “some” of their nuclear bombs. I note that Jesus says “some” which tells that not all have
been located. Proceed with caution.
JESUS also told me this on July 16, 2006: “THE EXPANSION OF THE WAR, THE
FURTHER ENTANGLEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES IN THIS WAR TRAP, IS
APPARENT WITH MOST RECENT EVENTS.” (i.e. Israel being attacked and counter-attacking
in Gaza and Lebanon) “THE OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE THIS WAR TRAP IS TO ACT
WITH INTENSE FORCE; YES, THE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS . . .” The alternative to
this , according to JESUS, will be the destruction of the U.S. with more than 70% of the U.S. population
perishing, including Canada. The opportunity to escape these consequences as presented in the Counsel
Letter #14 is now past away, speaking of the end of the opportunity to avert these disasters by calling
for national prayer with fasting.
For the rest of this letter I will simply review my Counsel Letter #5, sent to you August 19, 2002,
which is the reminder part:
On August 19, 2002 this is what I counseled you: “ . . . before you unleash the dogs of war (attack
Iraq) please prayerfully, and with some passion, I repeat “prayerfully,” consider this Counsel and God’s
Word about the Iraq issue. From 1979 and on, JESUS spoke to me, often, warning this nation about
a trap in the Middle East-Persian Gulf region, a war trap, that would lead America into the kind of
trouble and disaster that would devastate this nation and ultimately bring it to ruination. My purpose
in this counsel is to help you avoid this kind of disastrous outcome for the sake of our people and our
nation, to say nothing of your presidency . . . ”
This “war trap” has always had two specific dimensions: (1) It was apparent in the vision of
1983 that North Korea and Iran were working in concord and that Red China was a part of this hidden
agreement. (2) The deeper coordination between Red China, North Korea and Iran, to say nothing of
others, was strongly held together at a spiritual level.
Recent events are obvious in making the case for this concordance—we are pressing Iran on the
nuclear issue when suddenly North Korea launches long range missiles and while we are confronting
North Korea, suddenly Hamas and then Hezbollah attack Israel—starting on the day Iran is supposed
to give its answers to our proposition on their nukes.
Excellent choreography, even down to North Korea firing its fledgling ICBM at Hawaii on July
4th.
Calling for national prayer is the best way to address this threat and union of enemies, in fact
it is the best, non-lethal, bloodless way of defeating this enemy. The alternative is neither bloodless or
non-lethal.
In 1832, when a cholera plague was spreading in the United States, President Jackson rejected
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a request that he call the nation to a day of prayer and fasting to seek divine relief on the basis of the
establishment clause of the First Amendment. But on June 6, 1944 President Franklin D. Roosevelt had
a prayer published in the nation’s newspapers and read it on the radio—at which time it is estimated
that one hundred million Americans joined him in that prayer. Of course it had to do with the invasion
of Europe, a crucial moment in World War II when a defeat in the Normandy invasion would have been
a mega-disaster for the allies and free world. Even so, the “establishment clause” was put aside.
Back to my Counsel Letter #5 of August 19, 2002, I quoted JESUS Word of January 23, 1991 concerning
the war with Iraq, where JESUS said this: “ . . . THE CONTINUATION OF THIS WAR WILL SAP
AMERICA’S STRENGTH OPENING THE DOORS FOR MANY TROUBLES FOR WHICH
THERE ARE NO SOLUTIONS OR RESOURCES TO COPE WITH . . .”
The present dilemma with the fighting in Gaza and Lebanon is just one of these troubles—no
solutions.
JESUS also said this on January 23, 1991, “ . . . THAT YOU MAY UNDERSTAND HOW
VASTLY COMPLEX THIS TRAP IS, IT WAS EASY TO GET INTO, IMPOSSIBLE TO GET
OUT OF WITHOUT GOD’S HELP, BUT AMERICA WILL NOT SEEK GOD’S HELP TO
EXTRACT ITSELF FROM THIS WAR AND TROUBLE . . .”
JESUS Word of 1991 had pertinence to the events of that time and also to this time and the time
ahead of us.
As I stated in my letter to you dated August 19, 2002: “ . . . Your father declared victory over
Iraq in early 1991 but JESUS said this on January 26, 1991: “THIS WAR IS FAR FROM OVER,
IT IS ONLY NOW BEGINNING TO ENTER THE DANGEROUS STAGE, WHERE LOSS
OF LIFE WOULD BE IMMENSE ON ALL SIDES BUT AMERICA WOULD SUFFER
THE GREATEST LOSS AND SUDDENLY. THERE WILL BE A DECLARED STATE OF
NATIONAL EMERGENCY IN AMERICA AS ALL RESERVES ARE CALLED UP . . .”
Here JESUS is looking far ahead and encompasses events from then to now and beyond. Your
dad declared victory but as JESUS warned, that war would continue and did for the next 11 years until
in 2002 you began making plans to invade Iraq and seek a regime change.
In my counsel letter #5 of August 19, 2002 I also shared JESUS’ Word of February 10, 1991
where He said this: “ . . . WATCH RUSSIA TAKE A DIFFERENT POSITION AND BEGIN
TO SUPPLY ARMS TO IRAN . . . ISRAEL WILL LOSE MORE IN THIS WAR THAN MEN
PERCEIVE AND GAIN NOTHING BUT GREATER DANGER . . .”
In 2002 Russia took a different position, and still does, and Israel has lost more and gained only
greater danger as recent events attest.
JESUS further defined the danger on February 10, 1991, which was relayed to you in 2002,
when He said this: “ . . . THIS WAR IS A BREEDING GROUND FOR A COMPLETE CHANGE
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OF SPIRIT AND CHARACTER FOR THE ARABIC WORLD AND MOSLEMS. A DARK
EVIL WORKS THROUGH THE WAR TO CONSUME ALL MOSLEMS IN A SPIRIT OF
HATE AND VIOLENCE TOWARDS THE WEST. INDEED, WATCH FEBRUARY 19TH—HE
SAVAGING BEGINS . . . ”
What was my counsel on Iraq on August 19, 2002? This is what I wrote you: “ . . . Do not attack
Iraq! . . . If you must attack Iraq: Do not send our troops, this would become a snare that would
lead to the destruction of U.S. military power in a way no one conceives of now and would leave our
nation thunderstruck when it did happen. . . . A war on Iraq, if waged by a ground war (American
troops attacking into Iraq) is going to be costly and fraught with many hidden dangers and unexpected
situations. JESUS has shewn me little about this coming war on Iraq but He has told me enough about
it to make it plain that it is going to be hazardous in the extreme. . . . Bringing down Hussein would
result in what JESUS spoke of back on January 23, 1991, “IRAQ WILL BE DISMEMBERED AT
THE LAST . . . ” This would destabilize the Persian Gulf region big time, something you are aware
of. The power vacuum left by the dissolution of Iraq would be filled by Iran and this is where JESUS’
vision of 1983 comes into view . . . ”
FILLED BY IRAN
I do not have to tell you today that Iran is a major threat, but without question the invasion and
dissolution of Iraq created a power vacuum which Iran has and is filling.
In the counsel letter #5 of August 19, 2002 I went on to state: “ . . . We would end up fighting
Iran and Iran would nuke our army at the same time Red China, seeing our weakness, would invade
Taiwan and North Korea in concert with Red China would invade South Korea. Our military would
be unable to meet these threats and would collapse. This is what JESUS shewed me in 1983 and I can
see that those things are waiting in the wings. The catalyst in this American disaster would be the
invasion of Iraq, which would open the door to undreamed dangers and disasters. This is why I urge
great caution in the talk of plans to make war on Iraq. It is not so much that Hussein is so tough but the
complexity of the situation is filled with hidden dangers . . . ”
On July 16, 2006 JESUS told me this: “ . . . THE OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE THIS WAR
TRAP IS CLOSING AND WILL CLOSE IN THE NEXT TEN MONTHS . . . ”
In essence, from now until May 16, 2007 this “war trap” will close in on America in many
ways. JESUS allows that “if” there was a national call for prayer with fasting seeking JESUS’ help - it
could be escaped. But on July 20, 2006 JESUS plainly told me that it is no longer “possible” to avert
disaster or the judgment He warned of which would destroy America. Meaning? While there is an
“opportunity” in the next ten months, there is not a pre-disposition in the people, or government for
that matter, to seek His help.
Why write this letter? JESUS directed me to do so. I also see a parallel between you and King
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Zedekiah in the book of Jeremiah, chapter 38 - a way out will be presented.
JESUS has told me that we will meet one day and I will give you His Word at that time.
Sadly, the opportunity to avert disaster presented in my May 25, 2006 Counsel Letter #14 is
now passed; JESUS made this apparent in His Word of July 20, 2006. Normally I’d see no purpose in
any further communications, nonetheless, JESUS may direct me otherwise.
I do know that we will come by the White House to offer you last minute counsel before the
accidental nuclear attack happens where four U.S. cities will be accidentally nuked by Russia in the
month of a coming December. I noted this before, but again the cities to be destroyed are: Lexington,
Ky., Richmond, Va., Columbia, S.C., with New York City being heavily damaged but not destroyed.
When will this happen?
It is tied in with the events unfolding in the Middle East-Persian Gulf region centering around
Iran. Timing has been elusive for many years but in recent years the fog is clearing. Today, we understand
that certain events will happen before certain other events.
For example: We understand that an earthquake of destructive magnitude will strike the Los
Angeles, California area in October ( likely October 7 th)and that it can happen this year or at latest
in 2007. That event will precede an even more massive earthquake that will destroy San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle and Vancouver, B.C. starting on an October 23rd—probably in 2008. That massive
earthquake will come after a major hurricane to strike the Gulf Coast from New Orleans to Florida in
the month of September (likely September 9th) and that event will happen before the accidental nuclear
attack by Russia in a December (likely December 14th).
I won’t be bothered if these things happen later but I perceive that they will happen at the end
of your presidency—something I’ve discerned since 1999 even before you were elected.
Why visit you before the accidental nuclear attack? First, JESUS will send us (myself, NancyTONI and Richard-DANIEL—all Ministry Prophets of Jesus) to forewarn God’s people in the cities
to be nuked likely in the month of November-December. After completing that warning we will stop
by the White House to see you and offer Jesus’ counsel—one issue you will struggle with is (once
the missiles have been launched by Russia)—“Should you have the cities warned and sirens set off?”
Answer: Yes! More lives will be lost without a warning and more lives saved with one—not everyone
will escape but many can. This is all for now.
Until then, God Bless and keep you.
Chuck-JOHNEL Youngbrandt
The Staff and Sword Ministry
2008 COMMENT BY CHUCK-JOHNEL: This would be the start of a month-by-month warning
presenting the same Word with a call to nationwide prayer with fasting seeking God’s Counsel on
how to escape the “WAR TRAP.”
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The projected earthquakes did not develop in either 2006 or 2007, which suggested to me that the
start of major earthquakes might be further off than we believed in 2006. This in turn, brought me
to wonder “if” President Bush would be in office when the accidental nuclear exchange happened—a
possibility I had in mind since 2000.
The issue that began to nag at me was simple: President George W. Bush had (for the previous 7
years) acted in a certain manner to various threats and dangers. He would go at a thing in what I
call “dribbles”—a little here and there, before he began to get serious at attacking a problem. This was
most apparent in Afghanistan, where he at first asked the Taliban government to turn over the Al
Qaeda terrorists and bin Laden to us. When they refused (and so protected bin Laden and his band
of murderers), President Bush at first sent in light bombers and did some minor attacks. The Taliban
laughed at the feeble assault. Then, after awhile, President Bush sent in heavy bombers and more of
them. The Taliban continued to be non-responsive. Finally, months into the confrontation, President
Bush sent in waves of B-1 and B-52 heavy bombers which devastated the Taliban armies opening a
way for the Northern Alliance to gain ground and begin driving the Taliban out. Now, the Taliban
wanted to talk but President Bush simply said, “They had their chance” and continued the blistering
bombardment of the Taliban until it was driven out of Afghanistan.
Having observed President Bush’s methodology for the past seven years, it was obvious that he was
a deliberate planner, who carefully weighed the consequences of any action and who preferred to
avoid an unnecessary taking of life. Having this view of the man, George W. Bush, I recognized
that he would be highly unlikely to launch three nuclear-tipped missiles at Russia in exchange for
three American cities destroyed by an accidental launching of Russian ICBMs. The consequences of
responding in kind, though justifiable, would most certainly lead to Nuclear World War III. I have
come to question if President Bush would act in such a manner so close to the end of his Presidency.
However, FATHER GOD made it plain, in 1983, that a massive hurricane would slam into the Gulf
Coast from New Orleans to Florida in the month of September. If such a Hurricane appears this
September, 2008 most all deliberations are answered: “the accidental nuclear attack” would then
happen in December of 2008 and President Bush would be the one ordering the launching of three
nuclear-tipped missiles at Russia.
As of this writing (August 31, 2008), Hurricane GUSTAV (which has the potential to become a category
4 or 5 force storm) is headed straight for New Orleans. While this hurricane is expected to hit on or
about September 1st, we need to prayerfully discern if this storm fulfills the vision of 1983 or not. It
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appears to be off-center of the one seen in the vision of 1983—but it is very close in size and location to
what Father GOD revealed September 9, 1983. This is the final check-point, Holy Spirit discernment
to “know” one way or another.

[END OF COUNSEL LETTERS TO PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH]
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